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Agility
Agility is a dog sport where the dog follows the handler’s directions to master an obstacle 
course in the shortest time possible. It affords different abilities, interactions and a good 

relationship between the handler and the dog.

Focus on Body Movement



Domain Analysis
Epoché* Observations

Beginner’s Training

Guiding the dog’s focus 

1

First impression of what 
agility is and how handlers 

and dogs learn the 
movements.

*epoché = comprehending an area as naïve as possible 

The handler needs to guide the dog’s focus through 
the obstacles and away from the handler.

How to teach the slalomHow to help the dog jump over several obstacles



Professional Training2

Focus on specific 
movements and how to 

communicate with the dog.

Navigate the dog

The handler needs to navigate the dog through the 
agility course. This is based on the communication 

with the dog, using the handler’s full body.

Video Analysis 
Analysing movement in national 

and international agility 
competitions. Observing 

variations in handling the dog and 
different ways of using the body.

Interview 
Semi-structured 
interview with a 

finish agility handler. 
Focus on training, 
competition, tools 

and problems.

Literature Research 
Existing research in 

human-animal interaction 
(HAI), animal-computer 

interaction (ACI) and 
connections with the field 

of human-computer 
interaction (HCI).
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Agility competition  

How handlers 
remember the given 

course?

Before a competition 
handlers walk the path 
and use their own body 

to practice and 
memorise the course.

Jumping 

How to use the body to 
navigate the dog over 

jumps?
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Different Perspectives 

What do handler and dog see?

Video with both views: https://
youtu.be/9NrXoxAd2wI !

Dog’s perspective

Handler’s perspective

https://youtu.be/9NrXoxAd2wI
https://youtu.be/9NrXoxAd2wI


Research Question
How can professional agility handlers make use of reflection in agility  

to have a better self-awareness of the own body  
and at the same time gain a better understanding of what the dog perceives?

Auto ethnographical approach

Doing agility ourselves showed how complicated the movements are, especially when trying 
to keep up with the high speed of the dog. Each part of the body is important!



Brainstorming

Measure Reflect Improve

What can we measure 
& how?

How can we represent 
the information?

How can the training 
be improved?

Domain: Agility

Topics to keep in mind: 

Embodied Interaction & 

Qualified Self



Part 1: What can we measure and how?

Part 2: How can we represent the measured information to reflect on it?

Interactive floor showing the path and footprints How can we use  the body to reflect on the information?

Drone flying over the areaAdding more sensors to existing obstacles

Measuring the dog’s 
field of view



Design #1 - Follow the Ball
What do we measure?

Handler’s & dog’s path 
Speed 

Distance

What does the Information look like?

The sensors record the dog’s and the 
handler’s path in the real speed.



How to represent the information?

This solution uses 2 automatic rolling balls which 
are representing the dog’s and handler’s paths. 

Light on the balls is used to indicate the handler’s 
footsteps, pressure and the distance between 

handler and dog.

Use Cases 

1

2

Demonstration of both 
use cases: 

https://youtu.be/-
ANoVnifj0k !

https://youtu.be/-ANoVnifj0k
https://youtu.be/-ANoVnifj0k


#1 - Prototyping & Testing

Using inflatable balls and tape 
showing footprints to represent 

Lena’s movements

The balls

Representing the 
rolling balls

Handler controls the balls 
with the own movement



Design #2 - Follow the Ghost
What do we measure? How to represent this information?

Augmented reality glasses show a ghost for the dog and 
the handler. 

The ghost shows the recorded movements and paths.



How to navigate the ghost?

The handler can not only 
watch the movement but 
the handler controls the 

ghost by walking. 

The handler can freeze a 
situation and walk around 
the ghost to see different 

details.

Prototyping & Testing



Design #3 - Magic number(s)
What do we measure? The magic is in the signs

Sensor in the numbered 
signs are used to know 
what the correct path is

Reflection 

LEDs in the 
sings are used 
to show where 
in the course an 
error happened 



Direct Feedback

A bracelet will give direct 
haptic feedback when 
there is an error in the 

course

Watch a demonstration of the 
two use cases, direct feedback 
and reflection in this video: 
https://youtu.be/RRA2v9GMUe8 

!

Prototyping & Test

In agility the numbers are used to 
mark the intended path

https://youtu.be/RRA2v9GMUe8
https://youtu.be/RRA2v9GMUe8


# 1 Follow the Ball # 2 Follow the Ghost # 3 Magic number(s)
Signs are existing 
and used in training
Signs are used to 
know the correct path

Live feedback is not 
needed

Full body experience

Walk around the ghost

Cameras difficult 
(weather, course size, 
…)

Focus on the body 
movement

Simple and practical

Details about 
movement missing

++

Keep the sensors and the focus 
on the body 

Remove the balls - more details 
are needed

Keep augmented reality 
Remove cameras

Keep the signs for input 
Remove live feedback



Design Iteration 2
What do we measure? The magic is in the signs

The signs are used to calculate the correct path. They 
have sensors that communicate with the dog’s sensor, 
knowing where the dog is coming from and where it 
should be. This allows to measure the correct path 

even without cameras.



Information from different sensors are used to calculate the correct path

Sensors in 
Obstacles

Sensors in 
Signs +

Next to the signs we add 
sensors to the contact 

obstacles and the first and 
last slalom pole. This helps 
to calculate the correct path 

and to recognise errors.



Question 1: 
How much information do we need to 

display?

How to reflect on the measured information?

Question 2:  
What level of detail do we need to represent 

movement?

1
2

3

4

Only showing path, footprints and pressure Showing direction of lower body

Showing full bodyShowing main joints



Prototyping
Footprints Sensors in signs & obstacles for the correct path

Measuring the 
correct path for the 

slalom obstacle

Sensing if the dog 
has touched the 

first and last part of 
the contact 

obstacle

Numbers with selected 
right or left

Showing success and fail for each 
obstacle of the path



Sensors on Lena Augmented Reality showing different levels of detail

2nd level of detail on 
transparent paper

3rd level of detail

Drawing the third level of detail in the context of 
the agility course

Seeing how movement is connected



Testing
Preparation The Training

Lena was doing the 
course several times 
with her dog Zoo.

Let the handler chose if the dog will 
be on the right or left side of a sign

On the contact obstacle

In the slalom

Jump 1

Jump 2

Turning



Preparation after the training Testing the AR concept with different detail levels

Testing the 1st level of detail

4th level of detail

3rd level of detail 2nd level of detail

Adding the path & footprints



Results
Augmented reality is a suitable output channel as it 
provides detailed information 
Necessary level of detail depends on the handler 
(customisation) 
Measuring and showing if the dog went the correct 
path is not needed for all obstacles 
Feedback for the contact obstacles is helpful 
Focus on movement flows instead of single postures



Final Vision



Measurement

3D motion tracking allows a 
customised set of sensors

Pressure sensors are used to measure if the 
dog has touched the contact obstacle

The dog sensor records the dog’s path
3D motion tracking - measuring all 

parts of the handler’s body



Use Case 1- Reflecting on a single round of Training

Focus: Movement

!

The handler can 
walk around to see 
more details from 
different 
perspectives

Focus: SpeedScenario 1: The handler wants to see the full round in full speed

Scenario 2: The handler wants to see different details about the movement

This scenario focuses on the real speed. The 
handler can walk around and see the round 

from different perspectives. 

You can watch a demonstration of the scenario 
here https://youtu.be/w9nYbs1PPgo

https://youtu.be/w9nYbs1PPgo
https://youtu.be/w9nYbs1PPgo


Use Case 2 - Comparing several rounds of Training

Focus: SpeedScenario 1: The handler wants to see several rounds in full speed

The handler sees several rounds of 
training at the same time and can 
compare the different paths for each 
round. The dog’s path is also shown.  

This scenario does not contain a lot 
of details. 

Where the paths are similar, the 
paths are integrated into one path to 
make the differences more visible.

Focus: SpeedScenario 2: The handler wants to compare the details

The handler wants to see the details for one of the rounds. Furthermore the handler can decide which round to 
see the details about. As it would not be possible to show details for several rounds at the same time the handler 
has to select on round, but can switch between them.



Interaction with the System
Boundary Bubble 

Tracking the handler’s movements when 
walking around & using a boundary area to 
show a greater amount of information if this 

area and the recorded path overlap.

Watch a demonstration here:  
https://youtu.be/oa1cvCxVRl0 !

Bodystorming
The goal 
was to 
better 

understand 
and explore 
the idea of 
the area. 

  
How to 

show details 
and how to 
interact with 
the ghosts?

Walking between the ghosts

Using the boundary bubble

https://youtu.be/oa1cvCxVRl0
https://youtu.be/oa1cvCxVRl0


Movement Visualisation

Connections between the hands show the movement 
flow in the boundary bubble area. 
It does not only show static postures but should 
highlight how the body moved in a specific situation.

Touching a sensors on the handler’s body 
selects this area in the ghost and highlights 
them. It allows the handler to reflect on one 
specific area of the body and the movement in 
this area. The green area on the right side is an 
example after touching the sensor on the belt.

Movement Flow

Marking



Control of the System
In order to simplify the interaction, to provide a more natural usage and to ensure the 

handler’s privacy, we decided to add a touchable interface to one of the sensors on the 
handler’s hands. 

This interface can be used to provide feedback while calibrating the sensors, to manage the 
different rounds of training and more.



Video Prototype
In order to get a better understanding of the idea and to evaluate the final vision, we decided to do a video 

prototype. This is the most suitable way to include and test the different visualisations and concepts.Preparation



Movement Visualisation As we want to focus on movement flows instead of single postures,  
we need a suitable way to represent and visualise the movement.

Using the recording from the video prototype 
preparation to analyse and and extract the 
detailed movement for specific situations. 

The goal was to understand how much detail 
and how many steps of the moves are needed.

As a pure time based 
separation of the movement is 
not possible, we decided to 
show a new ghost whenever 
the ghosts are not overlapping 
with each.

 This information is transferred into 3D bodies 
Different levels 
of transparency 
are used to 
evaluate how to 
best see all 
relevant parts of 
the body.



Moving 
Boundary 
Bubble

Showing recorded 
voice commands

Highlighting different parts of the 
body in different colours (matching 

the sensors)

Dog’s path

Handler’s 
path

Where has 
the dog been 
when the 
handler has 
been in this 
position?

Visualising 
Details

! A demonstration of the movement flow can be seen here:  https://youtu.be/P9cS-RK48z8

https://youtu.be/P9cS-RK48z8
https://youtu.be/P9cS-RK48z8


Movement 
Flow

After highlighting one part of the body, 
the colour for  the other parts disappears 

The 
highlighted 
part of the 
body 
remains 
coloured

Visualising the movement flow between the 
selected part of the body for all ghosts

! A demonstration of the movement flow can be seen here:  https://youtu.be/1F0IMBvp-vE

https://youtu.be/1F0IMBvp-vE
https://youtu.be/1F0IMBvp-vE


Visualising 
one Path

Showing success or fail on the 
contact obstacle (as measured by 

the pressure sensors)

Handler’s 
path

Dog’s path

The paths are not laying on the 
ground, but floating in the air

! A demonstration of the animate path can be seen here: https://youtu.be/ydA91mR6Mog

The speed 
will be 
shown 

when small 
highlights 

go along the 
path in real 

speed

https://youtu.be/ydA91mR6Mog
https://youtu.be/ydA91mR6Mog


Visualising 
two Paths

Combined 
handler’s 
path

Combined 
dog’s path

Showing success or fail on the contact 
obstacle for various rounds

Showing the differences in the paths 
from the two rounds



Walking around the Ghost

Demonstration of how walking around 
the ghosts works: 
 https://youtu.be/TarIS7wO9JQ !

The ghost can be seen from different angles 
by walking around them

Video Prototype 
https://youtu.be/klAiqQm1oGY

https://youtu.be/TarIS7wO9JQ
https://youtu.be/klAiqQm1oGY
https://youtu.be/TarIS7wO9JQ
https://youtu.be/klAiqQm1oGY


Evaluation

Using the iPad to show the video prototype 
in the agility training context

“ I think people 
will love it!”

Lena Carlsson

Showing the video in different places on the agility course 



Physical Prototype
The physical prototype is used for the contact obstacle to measure if the dog has touched 

the first and last parts of the obstacle. It should provide feedback for a handler, as the 
handler often can not see if the dog touches the area.



Building and 
programming the 
physical prototype

The aluminium papers become a switch that is 
connected with the Arduino and a LED light. When the 
switch is on, the light will blink for several times.

Connecting the wires Testing the LEDs

Bringing 
the parts 
together



Anti-slip material is used on top and under the prototype to secure that the dog is not sliding 
from the obstacle. Another way to secure the prototype are strings that are tied together 

under the obstacle.

The final Prototype
Anti-slip material Strings

LED SpongeArduino 

Wires connecting the Arduino 
with the aluminium paper



Evaluation

Videos of the testing: 
https://youtu.be/HRFH2-
ZOO2M and  
https://youtu.be/
qZqBY06TOd

Connecting the 
physical prototype 
with the contact 

obstacles

!

Testing the physical 
prototype

Lights blink when the dog touches the plate

https://youtu.be/HRFH2-ZOO2M
https://youtu.be/qZqBY06TOd
https://youtu.be/HRFH2-ZOO2M
https://youtu.be/qZqBY06TOd


Juulia Enqvist 
Moa Sävenryd  
Laura Wiegand   

Xiwen Li  

Lena Carlsson - Professional Handler and Dog psychologist in Uppsala Hund center 


